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Could vehicles 
outnumber people 
on the planet?

Whether overland, 
in the air or on the 
water, it is estimated 
that there are more 
than four billion 
vehicles in active 
use today.

As demand for private passenger journeys 
and global freight deliveries increases, this 
number continues to rise.
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In 2016, transport contributed 
eight billion tons of carbon 
dioxide equivalent (Gt CO2e), 
16% of all emissions.2

How much does 
transport impact 
climate?

Annual global 
emissions

49Gt CO2e1

Transport
8Gt CO2e

75% of these emissions are due 
to vehicles on the road, mostly cars.

On top of the journeys, making and disposing of 
each vehicle means that transport is responsible for 
emissions from industry and waste too.
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So, what 
can we do?

With billions of vehicles directly and 
indirectly emitting, transport is a highly 
complex challenge for climate action.

Equally, it is a challenge each of us 
can help tackle - as a consumer, a 
passenger or a driver.

Whether it is electric 
cars, bicycles or buses, 
climate solutions are 
well known.

But, more and more 
people are asking just 
how much impact does 
one action really have?

Other Way recognises that each metre matters when it 
comes to tackling climate change through transport. 

So, here are some key data points to help guide us to 
make climate-informed transport choices in the future.



Added up, our average petrol car is estimated to 
have a carbon footprint of 67 tonnes CO2e over 
its lifetime.4 

That is the same as the average human’s 
personal carbon footprint for a whole decade.

If every person on the planet bought that same 
car today, car emissions alone would likely push 
the world over the 1.5°C of warming boundary.5

The good news is that industry and governments 
are making sure this scenario is not going to 
happen. And as individuals, there are plenty of 
ways we can act on this too.

What are the climate 
impacts of a car?

But is that all? For a full 
understanding of emissions 
over the life of a car:

• emissions for extracting the petrol
• making the car
• maintenance and disposal.

The emissions from the tailpipe are expected to 
be 174g CO2e per kilometre driven.3

Here is a very 
average car.

100,000 km 
driven so far

Eight years old

Carries five peopleUses petrol



Hire a bike to go 
to your next meeting

3kg 100%

Sleep on the night 
train instead of an 
international flight

157kg 73%

Shop locally 
instead of the out of 

town shopping centre

8kg 88%

Go to a business 
meeting via public 

transport, not the car

15kg 83%

Replace the 
campervan with a 
cycling road trip

183kg 83%

Take the train for 
a city business trip, not 

the car

40kg 80%

Take the coach 
instead of the car for a 

day trip

51kg 85%

Have a staycation 
instead of an 

international holiday

302kg 67%

Swap short-haul 
flight for the inter city 

train

35kg 66%

Rent a small 
electric car for the 

summer holiday 

113kg 75%

Description of 
action

CO2saved
% 

improved

Here we illustrate the 
climate benefit of a series 
of actions members of a 
family could take today, 
over the year or over the 
life span of a vehicle.6

What are the benefits 
of transport choices on 
climate emissions?

Actions today



Downsize from a 
medium car to a small 

car for a year

292kg 14%
Do the weekly shop 

with a bicycle instead 
of the car for a year

47kg 100%

Invest in an e-bike 
to do local trips for a 

year

304kg 68%

Car-share with three 
colleagues for the 

commute

555kg 69%

Walk to school 
instead of getting a lift 

in for a year

444kg 100%

Work from home 
twice a week for a year

355kg 40%

Swap the weekly 
drive with the bus for a 

year

98kg 42%

Join four others 
in going car-free and 

using a car club

26,800kg 80%

Scrap the petrol 
car for a fully electric 

equivalent

27,488kg 54%

Buy running shoes 
and run to work once a 

week for a year

57kg 64%

Actions over a year

Actions over a vehicle’ life span



Total climate emissions saved by adopting action (kgCO
2 e)
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What can we learn from this? The highest 
impact actions are those that avoid the 
manufacturing of new vehicles.

We can also see a wide variety of ways we 
can shift to other modes of transport.

Finally, it might be that we can 
improve what we are doing today to a 
more efficient but similar vehicle.

Avoid. Shift. Improve. This hierarchy is adopted 
worldwide by decisionmakers to decide the 
path towards a decarbonised transport sector. 

Because each metre matters, use these three 
words to decide on your next journey and your 
next vehicle.

Climate emissions saving 
compared to the original
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Hire a bike to get 
to meetings

Shop local

Multi-modal 
business journeys

Swap the plane 
for the train

Day trip by train

Cycle the weekly 
food shop for a 
year

Discover the 
coach network

Run to work

Learn your local 
bus networks

Scrap your 
fuel car for an 
electric car

Share don’t own

Pedal the road trip

Rent an 
electric car

Take the 
night train

Walk to school

Switch the 
car for a new 
electric bike

Downsize

Hybrid working

Share your 
car seats

Staycations

20 actions compared
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This document and information 
contained within it is provided by 
Other Way Climate Limited (“Other 
Way”) for general information 
purposes only. Other Way’s 
analysis is based is on various data 
sources kept within the Other Way 
methodology. Due to the nature of 
the COP26 being held in Glasgow, 
this analysis uses UK Government 
data sources, among other sources. 
For further information on data 
sources and assumptions behind 
each calculated action, contact 
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